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Abstract

This paper presents an approach that builds upon social computing principles to make business processes
“socialize”. First the approach identifies the main components of a business process that are task, person, and
machine. A task is a work unit that forms with other tasks a business process and that a person and/ormachine
execute. Afterwards the approach enriches a business process with details captured from the (execution
and social) relations that connect tasks together, persons together, and machines together. While execution
relations are widely reported in the literature, there is a growing interest in studying the role of social 
relations in business processes. The approach uses social relations to build configuration network of tasks, 
social network of persons, and support network of machines. These networks capture the ongoing interactions 
that arise when business processes are executed. A system illustrating how these networks are developed is 
also demonstrated in the paper.
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1. Introduction

Social software, exemplified by Web 2.0 applications
like social networks, Wikis, and blogs, has forced com-
panies to review their ways of doing business. Many,
if not all, companies have an online social presence so
they can reach out to more customers, open up new
communication channels with stakeholders, and also,
showcase their embracement of the latest IT advances
and gadgets [1]. Many companies recognize the need of
rethinking their strategies and reevaluating their oper-
ation models as the world is getting more “social” [2].

Despite the Web 2.0 “fever”, a recent study by
Gartner reveals that “...many large companies are

∗Corresponding author. Email: zakaria.maamar@zu.ac.ae

embracing internal social networks, but for the most
part, they’re not getting much from them” [3]. Social
software does not work like an enterprise resource
planning application where procedures are defined and
employees are told to comply with these procedures.
Employees’ commitments (also participation in1) are
critical to the success of social software, i.e., employees
must opt-in rather than be forced [5]. On top of
employees’ commitments we argue that other elements
contribute to this success, for instance (i) establishing
guidelines and techniques to assist IT practitioners
integrate social elements into business processes and
(ii) demonstrating the social software’s benefits through
tangible results (e.g., number of new customers
attracted because of a Facebook campaign).

1Four factors drive user motivations to community contribution [4]:
expectation of help in return, increase in positive reputation, sense of
efficiency, and commitment to the community.
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According to Gartner narrowing down the social-
software view to social networks, only does not shed the
light on other systems like business process manage-
ment systems that exhibit some social aspects [2]. Vari-
ous interactions take place during the execution of busi-
ness processes, so we map some of these interactions
onto specific social relations between these processes’
components. We refer to these components as task,
machine, and person. Indeed tasks are put together to
form processes, persons collaborate together on com-
plex tasks, and machines replace each other in the case
of failure, are examples of social relations that business
process management systems exhibit and hence, can
be captured. While we acknowledge that tasks and
machines cannot “socialize” (in the strict sense), com-
bining tasks together and machines together presents
some similarities with how people behave daily. Dif-
ferent initiatives already demonstrate the successful
blend of social software with many disciplines such
as learning [6], healthcare [7], and commerce [8]. Sup-
porting our proposal of socializing tasks and machines,
Tan et al. state that “Currently, most social networks
connect people or groups who expose similar interests or
features. In the near future, we expect that such networks
will connect other entities, such as software compo-
nents, Web-based services, data resources, and work-
flows. More importantly, the interactions among people
and nonhuman artifacts have significantly enhanced data
scientists’ productivity” [9].

Our contributions in this paper include

1. Definition and specification of a set of social
(execution as well) relations that permit to
connect tasks together, persons together, and
machines together in a business process;

2. Development of a set of networks built upon
social relations; these networks are referred to as
configuration for tasks, support for machines, and
social for persons.

3. Demonstration through a proof-of-concept of con-
figuration, support, and social networks develop-
ment.

4. Brief discussion of the role of configuration,
support, and social networks in addressing some
issues that hinder business process execution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is an overview of social software. A case
study is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the
approach to manage social business processes. Prior to
concluding in Section 6, a prototype system is discussed
in Section 5.

2. Overview of social software

We report on what social software refers to and then,
on some initiatives that blend social software with
business processes. Dustdar and Bhattacharya stress
out “the huge gap between business process management
technologies, usage patterns, and workflows on the one
hand, and social computing as it is known today” [10].

In the literature there is not a common definition
of social software. Warr states that “social software
includes a large number of tools used for online com-
munication, e.g., instant messaging, text chat, internet
fora, weblogs, Wikis, social network services, social guides,
social bookmarking, social citations, social libraries, and
virtual worlds” [11]. For Schmidt and Nurcan, social
software supports productivity by raising the level and
scope of interactions because of the use of computers
and networks [12]. Erol et al. note that the roots of
social software can be traced back to the 40s and
add that “impressive results are created without a central
plan or organization. Instead, social software uses a self-
organization and bottom-up approach where interaction is
coordinated by the “collective intelligence” of the individu-
als; the latter does not necessarily know each other and are
a priori not organized in a hierarchy. Furthermore, social
software follows a rather egalitarian approach; decisions
are not made by small elites but by combining a multi-
tude of inputs from different users” [13]. For Liptchin-
sky et al., social software “fosters collaboration of individ-
uals who work across time, space, cultural, and organiza-
tional boundaries” [14]. People engage in conversations
and transactions so that common deliverables are pro-
duced promptly andwithminimum of conflicts. Finally,
Bruno et al. identify the four characteristics of social
software [15]: (i) weak ties are spontaneously estab-
lished contacts creating new views on problems and
allowing competency combination, (ii) social produc-
tion breaks with the paradigm of centralized a-priori
planning of production and promotes unforeseen and
innovative contributors and contributions, (iii) egali-
tarianism abolishes hierarchical structures, merges the
roles of contributors and consumers, and introduces a
culture of trust, and (iv) mutual service provisioning
changes the cooperation model from a client-server
model to a model based on exchanging services.

The blend of social software with business pro-
cesses is reported throughout the literature. In [16],
Rito Silva et al. describe the AGILIPO project that
embeds social features into business process tools.
The AGILIPO modeling and execution environment
includes three roles known as executor, modeler, and
developer that stakeholders take over. Executor carries
out business processes either by making use of specified
activities or by creating generic activities whenever the
specified activities are not sufficient. Modeler changes
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the business process model by specifying new non-
automated activities. Finally developer may consider
automating the non-automated activities. To foster col-
laboration between these stakeholders, social software
features such as tagging, versioning, comments, and
rating are adopted. In [17], Brambilla et al. propose
a specific notation to design social business processes.
Social networking helps organizations harness the value
of information relations and weak ties without com-
promising the consolidated business practices that are
found in conventional business process management
solutions. Despite these benefits there is a lack of appro-
priate notations that can be used to reflect social aspects
on business process models. Brambilla et al.’s notation
includes event and task types like broadcast, posting,
and invitation to activity. In [18], Koschmider et al.
demonstrate how social networks help enhance trust
between users. Two networks are built upon a set
of business processes and recommendations. The first
network provides an organizational view of business
processes by suggesting for instance, the average dis-
tance between performers who participated in existing
business processes and those who are now participat-
ing in developing business processes. The second net-
work shows the relations among modelers who use the
recommendation system to build the business process
model. In [19], Grim-Yefsah et al. reveal the existence
of informal networks that people at work rely on to
conduct their business. These networks perfectly co-
exist with regular networks where formal relations like
supervision are reported. Grim-Yefsah et al. discuss how
the “official” executor of a task informally seeks other
persons’ help in the organization known as contrib-
utors. The help takes different forms like asking for
advices or confirming technical details. The informal
networks back the work of regular networks and do not
compete with them.

The aforementioned initiatives on blending social
software with business processes develop different
solutions such as tagging business processes, using
social networks to enhance trust, and mixing formal
and informal networks. However what social relations
connect a business process’s components, how business
processes are adjusted in response to these relations,
and what benefits these relations offer to companies,
are left unanswered. In this paper we address the first
question by showing how to connect tasks together,
machines together, and persons together using social
relations.

3. Case study

Our case study refers to the electronic-patient-folder

system at Anderson Hospital that handles approxi-
mately 6000 annual inpatient admissions2. We leverage
this system to identify first, some business processes’
components (i.e., tasks, persons and machines) and sec-
ond, the execution nature of some tasks. When a patient
shows up at the hospital, the necessary documentation
is scanned into a system known as ImageNow. Upon
completion the patient’s MEDITECH record is updated
automatically. An advantage of this update is that dif-
ferent stakeholders like billing staff, coders, and other
authorized people have immediate, electronic access to
the necessary information instead of waiting for the
paper documentation to arrive. Prior to implementing
the new system Anderson Hospital faced different chal-
lenges such as paper records limit access to one user
at a time and paper and manual processes hamper
compliance with some healthcare standards.
We use this case study to shed the light on the

social dimension of business processes by establish-
ing relations between tasks, between machines, and
between persons. It is common that events “disturb” the
normal completion of business processes due to call-
in-sick doctors, last-minute changes in surgery dates,
appointment system failure, etc. When dealing with
these events we would like to assist the hospital’s man-
agers in considering doctors’ recommendations when
looking for substitutes, interchanging tasks to avoid
policy violation, and identifying machines based on
their coupling level. These are some of the benefits that
networks build upon relations between tasks, between
machines, and between persons will provide to these
managers.

4. Our approach to social business processes

We recall that a business process is “a set of logically
related tasks performed to achieve a defined business
outcome” [20]. We also recall that the execution of
some processes is strictly confined into the borders
of single units (e.g., finance department), while the
execution of others crosses several independent units
raising security, privacy, heterogeneity, and monitoring
concerns among IT practitioners and end-users as
well [21].

4.1. Overview

Our approach fosters the intertwining of the three
components of a business process that are task,
person, and machine (Fig. 1). The success of this
intertwining depends on (i) identifying execution and

2http://www.perceptivesoftware.com/pdfs/casestudies/psi_

cs_anderson.pdf
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social relations between tasks (t), between executors
(i.e., persons (p) and machines (m)), and between
tasks and executors; and (ii) developing categories of
networks upon these relations as per the characteristics
of each component. These two points are thoroughly
discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of business process
for Anderson Hospital case-study. It includes multiple
tasks such as t1: scan documentation, t2: update records, and
ti : prepare bill. Tasks connect to each other through input
and output dependencies, e.g., patient’s data from t1
are sent to t2 so that patient records are updated.
However these dependencies are primarily meant for
data exchange and thus, do not help much in enriching
a business process with any social element nor in
shedding the light on the potential social relations
between this process’s components. Fig. 1 also shows
the execution nature of tasks. Some tasks are completely
manual (pj : cashier executing ti ) while others are either
completely automated (m2: ImageNow executing t2) or
semi-automated/semi-manual (p1/m1: operator/scanner

taking turns in executing t1).

In preparation for exposing the social dimension of
business processes, we associate task with requirements
(e.g., t2: update records must be done within one hour
of scan receipt), person with capacities (e.g., p1: operate
scanner), and machine with capacities as well (e.g., m1:
produce high-resolution scan). Requirements impose
restrictions on those who will execute tasks in terms
of execution nature (e.g., manual), necessary expertise
level for persons, reliability level for machines, simul-
taneous involvement of persons and machines, etc. In
addition to requirements we label task as self-contained
when its output does not require any additional pro-
cessing by another task. Additional elements that make
a task self-contained are discussed in [22]. Encrypt data is
an example of not-self-contained task since decrypting
data for proper use is required at a later stage. Unless
stated a task is by default self-contained. Task assign-
ment to executors depends on matching requirements
to capacities. However the matching does not fall into
this paper’s scope.

4.2. Relation identification

We identify relations between tasks, between persons,
and between machines from two perspectives: Execu-
tion (E) and Social (S ). As stated earlier making tasks
and machines “socialize” is backed by first, the relations
between tasks and between machines that map perfectly
onto relations between persons and second, Roush’s state-
ment that computing means connecting [23]. We exem-
plify the proposed social and execution relations by
the case study. It is worth noting that some relations
between persons are appropriate for machines and

vice-versa. This is primarily due to the semantics of
these relations.

Relations between tasks. From an E perspective, execu-
tion relations (aka dependencies) between tasks are well
defined in the literature [24] such as, prerequisite (e.g., t1
and t2), parallel prerequisite (e.g., t2 and tk : synchronize

patient records), and parallel (e.g., ti and tj : check pending

bills). To deal with not self-contained tasks, we propose
completion as an additional execution relation between
tasks (e.g., compress scan prior to archiving and then
decompress scan upon request); ti and tj engage in a com-
pletion relation when ti is not self-contained and needs
tj to process its output (e.g., compress and decompress).
From a S perspective, we propose two social

relations:

- Interchange: ti and tj engage in an interchange
relation when both produce similar output with
respect to similar input received for processing
and their requirements do not overlap (e.g., t1
and t

′

1: enter patient details manually in the
case the scanner is down). The non-overlap
condition is necessary to avoid blockage when
ti ’s requirements (e.g., online data entry) cannot
be met due to lack of executors and thus, ti
needs to be interchanged with tj that has different
requirements (e.g., offline data entry). In terms
of benefits, interchange indicates how difficult
a task’s requirements are satisfied if the task is
constantly replaced and what tasks are frequently
used as replacements.

- Coupling: ti and tj engage in a coupling relation
when they interact in the same business processes
through one of the aforementioned execution
relations (excluding completion). In terms of
benefits, coupling indicates how strong or weak
the connection between tasks is, which should
help recommend tasks when putting business
processes together at design time.

Relations between machines. In companies, machines
(e.g., scanner and ImageNow) ensure the perfor-
mance of automated and semi-automated tasks. Each
machine (mi ) is overseen by a dedicated software com-
ponent for management purposes, but this is outside
this paper’s scope. As stated earlier, matching capacities
to requirements identifies the necessary machines that
will execute tasks.
From an E perspective, we identify execution

relations between mi and mj by analyzing Decker and
Lesser’s six coordination relations between tasks [25].
These relations are enables, facilitates, cancels, constrains,
inhibits, and causes, and only two are considered as
per our needs of connecting machines together to
execute joint tasks: (i) enablement is established when
mi produces (internal) output that allowsmj to continue
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Business Process

t: Task; p: Person; m: Machine

Legend

Patient

t2: update
records

m2: ImageNow

t1: scan
documentation

m1: scanner

p1: operator

t3: set-up
appointment

p1: operator

m3: App. IS

ti: prepare
bill

pj: cashier

Figure 1. Business process’s components

the execution of the task (e.g., tx: do chest Xray requiring
mx: Xray machine to take Xrays and my : communication

app. to send the doctor Xrays), and (ii) inhibition is
established when mj executes its part of the task
after a certain time elapses since mi completed the
execution of its part (e.g., tx: do blood test where the
results are sent by email some time later after blood
collection and analysis using specialized equipment). It
is worth mentioning that defining execution relations
between independent machines in charge of dependent
tasks is not relevant for our work. The previous
execution relations between tasks in the E-perspective
impose automatically an execution chronology on the
machines.

From a S perspective, we consider three social
relations:

- Backup: mi (e.g., scanner in main reception) and
mj (e.g., 3-in-1 printer in nurse station) engage in a
backup relation when both have similar capacities
(subsumption relation between capacities can
also be considered using ontology). In terms of
benefits, backup indicates how reliable a machine
is and what machines are frequently requested as
backups.

- Cooperation: mi and mj engage in a cooperation
relation when both are already engaged in a
backup relation (because of similar capacities)
and the simultaneous combination of their
respective capacities is necessary to meet a task’s
requirements. In terms of benefits, cooperation
indicates how often similar machines work
together on executing tasks, which should help
recommend machines when carrying out the
matching. Though the machines are similar their
collective performance might not correspond to
the combination of their individual performances.

- Partnership: mi and mj engage in a partnership
relation when their capacities are complementary
and the simultaneous combination of their
respective capacities is necessary to meet a
task’s requirements (e.g., tx: analyze blood sample

requiring different types of machines). In terms of

benefits, partnership indicates how often separate
machines work together on tasks, which should
help recommend machines when carrying out
the matching. Since machines are different their
collective performance needs to take into account
the particularities of each in terms of individual
performances and functional constraints, for
example.

Relations between persons. In companies persons make
decisions, trigger processes, exchange information, etc.
As stated earlier, matching capacities to requirements
identifies the necessary persons to execute tasks.

From an E perspective, we adopt the same execution
relations for machines in order to connect pi and pj
that are assigned joint tasks: (i) enablement is estab-
lished when pi performs other (internal) tasks whose
completion allows pj to continue the execution of the
task (e.g., ty : check patient requiring px: nurse to check
patient’s vitals and py : doctor to consult patient and
provide medication), and (ii) inhibition is established
when pj executes her part of the task after a certain
time elapses since pi completed the execution of her
part (e.g., ty : perform surgery requiring px: anesthetist and
py : surgeon who intervenes after the anesthetic becomes
effective).

From a S perspective, we consider three social
relations:

- Substitution: pi (e.g., general practitioner in family
medicine) and pj (emergency physician in emergency
department) engage in a substitution relation
when both have similar capacities (subsumption
relation between capacities can also be considered
using ontology). In terms of benefits, substitution
indicates how available a person is and what
persons are frequent substitutes.

- Delegation: pi and pj engage in a delegation
relation when both are already engaged in
a substitution relation (in term of capacity
assessment) and pi decides to assign a task that
she will execute or is now executing to pj due
to unexpected changes in her status, e.g., call-
in-sick or situation of overload (e.g., emergency
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physician transfers patient to general practitioner due
to the arrival of an urgent case). In terms of
benefits, delegation indicates the transfer-of-work
between persons, which could help identify the
right persons next time unexpected events arise.

- Peering: pi and pj engage in a peering relation
when both are in different organizational units
and their respective similar (e.g., managerial)
and complementary (e.g., expertise) capacities are
necessary to ameet a task’s requirements. In terms
of benefits, peering fosters cross-organization
activities and indicates how often persons work
together on common tasks, which should help
recommend persons when the matching of
capacities to requirements occurs.

Table 1. Substitution versus delegation

Substitution(pi ,pj ) Delegation(pi ,pj )

pi stops executing ongo-
ing tasks; pj executes
these tasks

pi continues executing
other ongoing tasks; pj
executes tasks assigned
by pi

pj reports to whom
pi reports upon task
completion; otherwise pj
waits for pi return

pj reports to pi upon task
completion

Table 1 compares substitution to delegation in terms
of who does what and who reports to whom. Table 2
summarizes the social relations between tasks, between
machines, and between persons along with their respec-
tive pre-conditions, conditions, and post-conditions.
Pre-condition defines the rationale of a social relation
between a process’s components. Condition indicates
when a network built upon a social relation is used so
that solutions to conflicts that prevent a business pro-
cess completion are addressed. Finally post-condition
indicates the successful resolution of these conflicts so
that network use is stopped. In Table 2 the occurrence
of multiple relations (e.g., backup and cooperation)
between the components of the same process is not
exclusive if these relations’ pre-conditions are simulta-
neously satisfied.

4.3. Network categorization

The social relations presented earlier are used for
developing specialized networks, i.e., one network per
relation. We group these networks into three categories:
configuration network of tasks, support network of
machines, and social network of persons. In this part of
the paper we analyze the nodes and edges per network
category and evaluate the edges that connect nodes.

Configuration network of tasks. In a configuration network
of tasks, node and edge correspond to task and relation
between tasks, respectively. We analyze both task and
relation from E and S perspectives. On the one hand
the E perspective sets the stage for connecting tasks
together in order to form business processes and
assigning tasks to executors. On the other hand the
S perspective sets the stage for building networks
of tasks based on Table 2’s relations (pre-condition
satisfaction) as well as using these networks when
necessary (condition satisfaction).

Task. In the E perspective, a task (ti ) is a concrete
work unit (e.g., do blood test) that acts upon
the environment. We define ti as a 5-tuple <E-

Reqti, E-Pre-Conditionti, E-Input/Outputti,

E-Conditionti, E-Post-Conditionti> where
E-Reqti is ti ’s requirements, E-Pre-Conditionti
is a set of physical and logical elements to verify
so that ti is assigned to an executor (i.e., E-Reqti is
satisfied with respect to the executor’s capacities),
E-Inputti and E-Outputti identify, respectively,
the data that ti may need for execution and
the data that ti may produce after execution,
E-Conditionti is a set of physical and logical
elements to verify so that ti can be executed after
successful assignment to an executor (e.g., all
necessary inputs are available), and E-Post-
Conditionti is a set of physical and logical
elements to verify so that the execution of ti is
declared either successful or failure. In the case of
failure corrective actions are taken and vary from
one case study to another.

In the S perspective, a task (ti ) is an abstract
work unit (i.e., narrative description) that
“signs up” in the interchange and/or coupling
networks. We define ti as a couple 1[<S-

Networkrel, 1[S-Connectrel(tj , wj )]n>]2 where
S-Networkrel is either interchange network or
coupling network, S-Connectrel(tj , wj) lists all
tj=1···n,j,i,tj∈S-Networkrel that are connected to ti
through rel, and wj is the weight of the edge
from ti to tj . Weight assessment is given a little
bit later.

Relation. In the E perspective, a relation (r(ti ,tj ))

establishes a concrete dependency between ti
and tj at run time. A dependency can be either
direct (i.e., tj follows ti ) or indirect (i.e., because
ti is not self-contained, tj is called whenever
ti ’s output needs to be processed). To handle
task dependencies we decompose Inputt into
either initialInputt (i.e., submitted to t prior
to execution) or partialInputt (submitted to t
during execution) and also decompose Outputt
into either partialOutputt (i.e., produced by t
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Table 2. Summary of social relations

Between Types Pre-Conditions Conditions Post-Conditions

ti ,tj Coupling ti and ti participated in
joint business processes

review of business process
design or concern over
coupling level

business process design comple-
tion or coupling level satisfac-
tion

Interchange ti and tj producing sim-
ilar output in receipt of
similar input

ti lacking of executor who
satisfies its requirements

executor found for tj

mi ,mj Backup mi and mj having simi-
lar capacities

mi unexpected failure or
concern over mi reliability

backup/replacement machine
found for mi

Cooperation mi and mj having simi-
lar capacities

concern over machine col-
lective performance

collective performance level sat-
isfaction

Partnership mi and mj having com-
plementary capacities

concern over machine col-
lective performance

collective performance level sat-
isfaction

pi ,pj Substitution1 pi and pj having similar
capacities

pi expected unavailability
(e.g., annual leave and sick
leave) or concern over pi
availability

substitute found for pi

Delegation pi and pj having similar
capacities

pi unexpected
unavailability (e.g., call-
in-sick, urgent tasks to
complete, and risk of
overload)

delegate found for pi

Peering pi and pj having sim-
ilar or complementary
capacities

concern over peering
appropriateness

peer found for either pi or pj

1 Substitution example: (t1:scan documentation) and (t
′

1:enter patient details manually) are connected together in the substitution network since the
interchange pre-condition is met, i.e., producing similar output (e.g., patient’s healthcare provider) in receipt of similar input (e.g., patient’s

number). This network will be used when the interchange condition is met, which is scanner down so t1 cannot be executed and replaced with t
′

1.

After identifying an executor for t
′

1 who is the agent at the reception, the use of this network is stopped since the interchange pre-condition is
met.

How to Make Business Processes “Socialize”?
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during execution) or finalOutputt (i.e., produced
by t at the end of execution). Unless stated
Input and Output refer to initialInput and
finalOutput, respectively. We define r(ti ,tj )
as a triple <ti, tj, E-Type> where E-Type is
either prerequisite dependency (i.e., ti successful
execution as per E-Post-Conditionti and
E-finalOutputti ∩ E-initialInputtj , ∅),

parallel-prerequisite dependency (i.e., E-

partialOutputti ∩ E-initialInputtj , ∅),

parallel dependency (E-partialOutputti∩ E-
partialInputtj , ∅, and E-partialOutputtj ∩

E-partialInputti , ∅), or completion relation
(E-Outputti requires processing).

In the S perspective a relation (r(ti ,tj )) establishes a

link between ti and tj both members of a network
that is built upon this relation. We define r(ti ,tj )
as a 5-tuple <ti, tj, S-Pre-Condition(ti ,tj ), S-

Condition(ti ,tj ), S-Post-Condition(ti ,tj )> where

S-Pre-Condition(ti ,tj ) is a set of physical and

logical elements to verify so that ti connects
tj (i.e., either (E-Outputti and E-Outputtj are

equivalent with respect to similar input received)
or (ti and tj participate in joint business
processes)), S-Condition(ti ,tj ) is a set of physical

and logical elements to verify so that the
network associated with r(ti ,tj ) is used, and S-

Post-Conditionti ,tj is a set of physical and

logical elements to verify before the ongoing
use of the network associated with r(ti ,tj ) is

stopped (i.e., executor found for ti , business
process enrichment completion, or coupling level
satisfaction).

Relation evaluation. Assessing the weight (w) of r(ti ,tj )
is restricted to the S perspective, only.

- Interchange relation. Equation 1 measures
the weight of an interchange edge where
|interchange(ti ,tj )| is the number of times

that ti is interchanged successfully with
tj (i.e., an executor is found for tj ) and
|f ailureti | is the number of times that ti is
not executed due to lack of executors. A
higher combined interchange weight for a
task (e.g., close to 1) indicates the excessive
interchange of this task, which should
be taken into account when implementing
critical business processes.

wSinterchange(ti ,tj )
=
|interchange(ti ,tj )|

|f ailureti |
(1)

- Coupling relation. Equation 2 measures
the weight of a coupling edge where
|participateJointProcess(ti ,tj )| is the number

of times that ti is directly coupled
with tj in joint business processes and
|participateProcessti | is the number of times
that ti participates in business processes.
A higher coupling weight (e.g., close to 1)
indicates the “smoothness” of exchanging
data between tasks due to “limited” semantic
mismatches.

wScoupling(ti ,tj )
=
|participateJointProcess(ti ,tj )|

|participateProcessti |
(2)

Support network of machines. In a support network of
machines, node and edge correspond to machine and
relation between machines, respectively. We analyze
both from E and S perspectives. On the one hand
the E perspective sets the stage for assisting machines
schedule task execution and also initiating this
execution. On the other hand the S perspective sets
the stage for building networks of machines using the
relations listed in Table 2 (pre-condition satisfaction)
and also using these networks when needed (condition
satisfaction).

Machine. In the E perspective, a machine (mi ) is
a concrete processing unit (e.g., printer) that
receives tasks (e.g., print out document) for execution
after confirming that the machine’s capacities
meet these tasks’ requirements, i.e., tasks’ pre-
conditions satisfied. Like with task we define
mi as a 5-tuple <E-Capmi

, E-Pre-Conditionmi
,

E-Input/Outputmi
, E-Conditionmi

, E-Post-

Conditionmi
> where E-Capmi

is mi ’s capacities,
E-Pre-Conditionmi

is a set of physical and
logical elements to verify so that mi schedules
the execution of a task taking into account E-
Capmi

, E-Inputmi
and E-Outputmi

(optional)
identify, respectively, the tasks that mi receives
for execution and the results (e.g., data and
product) that mi may produce after execution,
E-Conditionmi

is a set of physical and logical
elements to verify so that mi begins executing a
task (e.g., no pending tasks exist), and E-Post-
Conditionmi

is a set of physical and logical
elements to verify so that mi detaches a task after
execution and updates E-Capmi

. The success or
failure of this execution is dependent on the task’s
post-conditions.

In the S perspective, a machine (mi ) is an abstract
processing unit (i.e., narrative description) that
“signs up” in networks built upon the three
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possible social relations between machines. We
define mi as a couple 1[<S-Networkrel, 1[S-

Connectrel(mj , wj )]n>]3 where S-Networkrel is
either backup network, cooperation network,
or partnership network, S-Connectrel(mj , wj)

lists all mj=1···n,j,i,mj∈S-Networkrel
connected to mi

through rel, and wj is the weight of the edge
from mi to mj . Weight assessment is given a little
bit later.

Relation. In the E perspective, a relation (r(mi ,mj ))

establishes a link between two machines mi

and mj both in charge of executing joint tasks.
We define r(mi ,mj ) as a triple <mi, mj, E-Type>

where E-Type is either enablement relation or
inhibition relation.

In the S perspective, a relation (r(mi ,mj ))

establishes a link between two machines mi

and mj both members of a network built
upon this relation. We define r(mi ,mj ) as a

5-tuple <mi, mj, S-Pre-Conditionmi ,mj
,

S-Conditionmi ,mj
, S-Post-Conditionmi ,mj

>

where S-Pre-Conditionmi ,mj
is a set of physical

and logical elements to check so that mi connects
mj (i.e., either (E-Capmi

and E-Capmj
are

equivalent (mi and mj do the same job) or (E-
Capmi

and E-Capmj
are simultaneously required)),

S-Condition(mi ,mj ) is a set of physical and

logical elements to verify so that the network
associated with r(mi ,mj ) is used (i.e., either mi

fails unexpectedly, concern over mi reliability,
or concern over the collective performance of mi

and mj ), and S-Post-Conditionmi ,mj
is a set of

physical and logical elements to check before the
ongoing use of the network associated with r(mi ,mj )

is stopped (i.e., backup/replacement machine
found for mi or satisfaction with collective
performance of mi and mj ).

Relation evaluation. Assessing the weight (w) of
r(mi ,mj ) is restricted to the S perspective, only. In

the following Tm is the set of all tasks assigned
to m.

- Backup relation. Equation 3 measures the

weight of a backup edge where T
f ail
mi

⊆

Tmi
is the set of tasks that mi failed to

execute and |replaceSuc
T

f ail
mi

,(mi ,mj )
| is the

number of failed tasks in T
f ail
mi

that mj

completes successfully. A higher combined
backup weight for a machine (e.g., close
to 1) indicates its reliability, which should
be taken into account prior to finalizing task
assignments.

wSbackup(mi ,mj )
=
|replaceSuc

T
f ail
mi

,(mi ,mj )
|

|T
f ail
mi
|

(3)

- Cooperation relation. Equation 4 measures the
weight of a cooperation edge where T

coop
mi

⊆

Tmi
is the set of all tasks that mi executes

in cooperation with other machines and
|cooperateSuc(T coop

mi
∩T

coop
mj

)(mi ,mj )
| is the number

of tasks in T
coop
mi

∩ T
coop
mj

that mi and mj

execute successfully together. A cooperation
weight reveals the collective performance of
similar machines executing joint tasks.

wScooperation(mi ,mj )
=
|cooperateSuc(T coop

mi
∩T

coop
mj

)(mi ,mj )
|

|T
coop
mi
|

(4)

- Partnership relation. Equation 5 measures
the weight of a partnership edge where

T
part
mi

⊆ Tmi
is the set of all tasks that

mi executes in partnership with other
machines and |partnerSuc

(T
part
mi
∩T

part
mj

),(mi ,mj )
|

is the number of tasks in T
part
mi
∩ T

part
mj

that
mi and mj complete successfully together.
A partnership weight reveals the collective
performance of different machines executing
joint tasks.

wSpartnership(mi ,mj )
=

|partnerSuc
(T

part
mi
∩T

part
mj

),(mi ,mj )
|

|T
part
mi
|

(5)

Social networks of persons. In a social network of
persons, node and edge correspond to person and
relation between persons, respectively. We analyze both
from E and S perspectives. On the one hand the
E perspective sets the stage for assisting persons plan
task execution and also initiating this execution. On
the other hand the S perspective sets the stage for
building networks of persons using the relations listed
in Table 2 (pre-condition satisfaction) and also using
these networks when needed (condition satisfaction).

- Person. In the E perspective, a person (pi ) is a
concrete “processing unit” (e.g., doctor) who
receives tasks (e.g., check patient) for execution after
confirming that the person’s capacities meet these
tasks’ requirements, i.e., tasks’ pre-conditions
satisfied. Like with tasks and machines we define
pi as a 5-tuple <E-Cappi, E-Pre-Conditionpi,

E-Input/Outputpi, E-Conditionpi, E-Post-

Conditionpi> where E-Cappi is pi ’s capacities,
E-Pre-Conditionpi is a set of physical and logical
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elements to verify so that pi plans the execution of
a task taking into account E-Cappi , E-Inputpi and
E-Outputpi identify, respectively, the tasks that
pi receives for execution and the tasks/results
that pi might generate/produce after execution,
E-Conditionpi is a set of physical and logical
elements to verify so that pi begins executing
a task (e.g., no-higher priority tasks exist), and
E-Post-Conditionpi is a set of physical and
logical elements to verify so that pi detaches a
task after execution and updates E-Cappi . The
success or failure of this execution is dependent
on the task’s post-conditions.

In the S perspective, a person (pi ) is an
abstract “processing unit” (i.e., narrative descrip-
tion) who signs up in networks built upon
the three possible relations between persons
namely, substitution, delegation, or peering.
We define pi as a couple 1[<S-Networkrel,

1[S-Connectrel(pj , wj )]n>]2 where S-Networkrel
is either substitution network, delegation net-
work, or peering network, S-Connectrel(pj , wj)

lists all pj=1···n,j,i,pj∈S-Networkrel connected to pi
through rel, and wj is the weight of the edge
from pi to pj . Weight assessment is given a little
bit later.

- Relation. In the E perspective, a relation (r(pi ,pj ))

establishes a link between two persons pi and pj
in charge of executing joint tasks. We define r(pi ,pj )
as a triple <mi, mj, E-Type> where E-Type is
either enablement relation or inhibition relation.

In the S perspective, a relation (r(pi ,pj )) establishes

a link between two persons pi and pj both
members of a network built upon this relation.
We define r(pi ,pj ) as a 5-tuple <pi, pj, S-Pre-

Conditionpi ,pj, S-Conditionpi ,pj, S-Post-

Conditionpi ,pj> where S-Pre-Conditionpi ,pj is a

set of physical and logical elements to check so
that pi connects pj (i.e., E-Cappi and E-Cappj are

similar or complementary), S-Condition(pi ,pj ) is

a set of physical and logical elements to verify
so that the network associated with r(pi ,pj ) is

used (i.e., pi is unavailable, concern over pi or
pj availability, or concern over peering pi and pj
together), and S-Post-Conditionpi ,pj is a set of

physical and logical elements to check before the
ongoing use of the network associated with r(pi ,pj )
is stopped (i.e., substitute/delegate was identified
for pi or peer found for either pi or pj ).

- Relation evaluation. Assessing the weight (w) of
r(pi ,pj ) is restricted to the S perspective, only. In

the following Tp is the set of tasks assigned to p.

- Substitution relation. Equation 6 measures
the weight of a substitution edge where
T sub
pi
⊆ Tpi is the set of all tasks assigned

to pi but then are assigned to a different
person due to pi expected unavailability
and |substituteSucT sub

pi
,(pi ,pj )

| is the number of

tasks in T sub
pi

that pj completes successfully.
A higher combined substitution weight for
a person (e.g., close to 1) indicates her
availability, which should be taken into
account prior to finalizing task assignment.

wSsubstitution(pi ,pj )
=
|substituteSucT sub

pi
,(pi ,pj )

|

|T sub
pi |

(6)

- Delegation relation. Equation 7 measures the
weight of a delegation edge where T del

pi
⊆ Tpi

is the set of all tasks assigned to pi but then
are delegated to pj due to her unexpected
unavailability and |delegateSucT del

pi
,(pi ,pj )

| is

the number of tasks in T del
pi

that pi delegates.
A higher combined delegation weight for a
person (e.g., close to 1) indicates her work-
of-transfer level to other persons.

wSdelegation(pi ,pj )
=
|delegateSucT del

pi
,(pi ,pj )

|

|T del
pi |

(7)

- Peering relation. Equation 8 measures the
weight of a peering edge where T

peer
pi ⊆ Tpi

is the set of all tasks that pi executes with
other peers and |peeringSuc(Tpi∩T

peer
pj

),(pi ,pj )
|

is the number of tasks assigned to pi and
pj that both complete successfully together
in different business processes. A higher
combined peering weight for a person
(e.g., close to 1) reveals the appropriateness
of having this person execute joint tasks with
other persons.

wSpeering(pi ,pj )
=
|peerSuc(Tpi∩T

peer
pj

),(pi ,pj )
|

|T
peers
pi |

(8)

4.4. Role of networks in addressing conflicts

In [26] we detail the role of the networks in
addressing conflicts that hinder BP execution. This
role refers to BP social coordination that includes four
steps: categorize resources that tasks require for their
execution, define how tasks/machines/persons of a BP
bind to resources during this execution, categorize
conflicts on resources that arise between tasks,
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between machines, and between persons, and finally
analyze the appropriateness of certain networks of
tasks/persons/machines for addressing these conflicts.

First we categorize resources into (i) logical, i.e., their
use/consumption does not lead into a decrease in
their reliability/availability level and (ii) physical,
i.e., their use/consumption does lead into a decrease
in their reliability/availability level. This decrease
requires resource replacement3/replenishment at a
certain stage. For the sake of illustration in this
paper we restrict discussions to logical resources, only.
Afterwards we define a set of properties that allow
to describe a resource (Table 3). These properties are
unlimited (ul, by default), limited (l - when a resource
use/consumption is measured or a resource ceases
to exist due to temporal constraints, for example),
and limited but renewable (lr - when a resource
use/consumption either hits a certain threshold or is
subject to temporal constraints, for example; in either
case renewal is possible). Additional properties could
be considered if need be, such as non-shareable (ns -
when a resource simultaneous use/consumption has to
be scheduled) and shareable (s, by default).

Table 3. Examples of logical resources per property type

Resource Examples
Category Property

Logical Unlimited
(ul)

Data (read mode), software (no cap on
number of licences)

Limited (l) Thread
Limited but
renewable (lr)

File access right (valid for a certain time
with possible extension), password (valid
for a certain time with possible extension)

T -Conflict1 is an example of conflicts between
tasks with emphasis on resource consumption and not
data (inputs and outputs) and policy incompatibilities
between these tasks. T -Conflict1 arises when (i) a pre-

requisite relation between ti and tj exists, (ii) consume(ti , ri )
→ produce(ti , ri,j ), and (iii) tj needs ri,j (i.e., tj 9 rj , no rj
is made available for tj ). Potential conflicts on ri,j (and
eventually r{i,k,··· },j and ri,{j,k,··· }) because of the limited
property of ri,j , include:

• l: two cases result out of the prerequisite relation
between t{k,··· } (e.g., complete necessary paperwork) and
tj (e.g., direct patient to appropriate department) on top
of the same relation between ti (e.g., check patient

vitals) and tj :

a) ri,j (e.g., report on vital levels) ceases to
exist (e.g., blood sample no longer valid) before
the execution of tj begins; tj waits for t{k,··· } to
produce r{k,··· },j (e.g., insurance provider approval);
(at least one) t{k,··· } either is still under

3Replacement can be the result of degradation.

execution (e.g., due to delay in receiving approval

from insurance provider) or failed.

b) Only one consumption cycle of ri,j is
permitted (per type of property) but it turns
out that several consumption cycles of ri,j are
required to complete the execution of tj and
finish the consumption of r{k,··· },j that t{k,··· }
produce.

After identifying the different task conflicts on
resources, we suggest solutions for these conflicts based
on the aforementioned networks. These solutions con-
sider the fact that tasks are associated with transac-
tional properties (e.g., pivot, retriable, and compensatable)
that limit their re-execution in the case of failure [27].
The following examines briefly how the interchange
and coupling networks of tasks are used to address T -
Conflict1-Case a.

a) ri,j ceases to exist before the execution of tj begins;
tj waits for t{k,··· } to produce r{k,··· },j ; at least one tk
either is still under execution or failed. Current
statuses of tasks and resources are: state(ti ):
done; state(ri,j ): withdrawn; state(tj ): not-activated; and
state(tk): either activated (still under execution) or
failed with focus on the latter state below. Because
ti now takes on done state, pivot (canceling ti ) and
retriable (re-executing ti ) transactional properties
are excluded from the analysis of developing
solutions to address resource conflicts. This
analysis is given in Table 4. The objective is to re-
produce ri,j (or produce ri ′ ,j with ti ′ being obtained

through the interchange network of ti ). Because
of tk failure, rk′ ,j is produced using tk′ that is

obtained through the interchange network of tk .

5. Implementation

In this section we describe the architecture of
the Social-based bUsiness Process managEment
fRamework (SUPER) that supports our research on the
social enterprise (or enterprise 2.0) [28]. SUPER is a
Business Process Management System (BPMS) that uses
social computing principles (i.e., connecting entities
together through relations, developing networks upon
these relations, and analyzing these networks) to model
and develop business processes. Fig. 2 illustrates the
architecture of SUPER that is built upon multiple
components discussed below.
At design time, process engineers (or designers)

define new Business Processes (BP)s using the BP mod-
eling component. This component is an extension of the
Yaoqiang BPMN editor [29] with new operations that for
instance, assign executors (persons and/or machines)
to tasks and specify the requirements and capacities of
tasks, persons, and machines accordingly. Fig. 3 shows
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Table 4. Possible coordination actions in the case of T -Conflict1/limited property/case a

Transactional property Coordination actions Network
ti tk involved

Null Null − re-execute ti to re-produce ri,j N/A
− re-execute tk to produce rk,j

Pivot Deadlock N/A
Compensatable Deadlock N/A
Retriable − re-execute ti to re-produce ri,j

− replace tk with t
k
′ then execute t

k
′ to produce r

k
′
,j

Interchange(tk , tk′
)

Compensatable Null − compensate ti ; either re-execute ti to re-produce ri,j or replace

ti with t
i
′ then execute t

i
′ to produce r

i
′
,j

Interchange(ti , ti′
)

− either re-execute tk to produce rk,j or replace tk with t
k
′ then

execute t
k
′ to produce r

k
′
,j

Interchange(tk , tk′
)

Pivot Deadlock N/A
Compensatable − compensate ti ; either re-execute ti to re-produce ri,j or replace

ti with t
i
′ then execute t

i
′ to produce r

i
′
,j

Interchange(ti , ti′
)

− replace tk with t
k
′ then execute t

k
′ to produce r

k
′
,j

Interchange(tk , tk′
)

Retriable − compensate ti ; either re-execute ti to re-produce ri,j or replace

ti with t
i
′ then execute t

i
′ to produce r

i
′
,j

Interchange(ti , ti′
)

− re-execute tk to produce rk,j
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Figure 2. SUPER architecture

Figure 3. Screenshot of Yaoqiang BPMN editor

a screenshot of the Yaoqiang BPMN editor extension in
which a part of the electronic-patient-folder system BP is
modeled (Section 3).
At run time, BPs are executed using appropriate

engines for instance, Jboss JBPM engine4. This engine
interprets the specification of the BP model that is
generated from the Jboss JBPM editor. The different
execution traces accumulated during the execution of

4www.jboss.org/jbpm

BP instances are stored in a log file. These traces contain
information about events referring to the execution
of tasks in terms of execution time (timestamp)
and executors. The traces are in eXtensible Event
Stream (XES) format5 [30]. XES is the de facto standard
for process execution log expression and adopted by

5http://www.xes-standard.org/
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the BP execution social analysis component, a demo video is available at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Py5oGPQot64

several log analyzer tools such as the popular process
mining framework, ProM6.

At diagnosis time, a BP execution social analysis
component discovers and builds the necessary category
of networks (configuration, machine, and social) based
on process execution logs as well as BP models. This
component is developed as a plugin of the ProM

framework and represents the discovered networks
using a well-known XML-based format for representing
graphs, GraphML7. This format is supported by several
graph drawing and analyzing tools such as yED Graph

Editor8 and Eclipse Plugin Postfuse9. Therefore, such
tools can also be used to visualize and analyze the
discovered networks by the BP execution social analysis
component.

Fig. 4 depicts examples of networks related to
the electronic-patient-folder system that are generated
using the BP execution social analysis component. For
example, a network of machines is built to specify the
backup relation between m1 (scanner) and m2 (three-
function-printer) since both machines have the
similar capacities (using subsumption). A configuration
network of tasks is also constructed to express the
interchange relation between t1 (scan-documentation)
and t2 (enter-patient-details-manually). Both tasks
produce similar output and their requirements do
not overlap. Last and not least, a social network
of persons is built to describe the peering relation
between p2 (cashier) and p3 (financial-manager)
since both persons have complementary capacities
that are necessary to achieve t5 (prepare-bill).
This social network expresses also a substitution
relation between p3 (general-practitioner) and

6www.promtools.org
7http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/
8www.yworks.com
9http://postfuse.macrolab.de

p4 (emergency-physician) since both have the same
capacity.

6. Conclusion

This paper discussed business processes from a social
perspective. Different relations with a “social flavor”
have been proposed such as interchange, substitution,
delegation, and peering. They permitted to connect the
components of a business process that are task, person,
and machine together. A case study illustrated these
components as well as these relations. For instance,
tasks can be substituted when their requirements are
not met. Persons delegate their tasks when unexpected
changes occur in their schedules. Last but not least
machines act as backups when their peers fail. The role
of all these networks in conflict resolution is detailed
in [26]. In term of future work, we would like to conduct
some acceptance tests by end-users and to extend the
analysis component of SUPER to handle cases like load
balancing and resource management.
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